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The inside component of Anna

Divinsky's "boundaries" is made up

of shibori-puckered-and-dyed cloth

that stretches to the ceiling, and

felted wool "pods" that cluster on

the floor.

Click photo for larger image.

Anna Divinsky's installation

stretches like a billowing low roof

across the rustic courtyard in back

of the Fe Gallery.

Click photo for larger image.

There's something almost surgical about the "Pillows," a resplendent series of paintings by
Susanne Slavick, each of a white-cased pillow surrounded by a field of blood red that seeps into
its tortured folds.

But the crimson flow -- as fresh and as vivid as effluence from a new wound -- stops short of
realistic saturation. Rather, it hovers like a fog, a visual manifestation of wearying
preoccupation, the kind that lingers in the background of daily tasks and dominates after the
mind closes for the night.

The images are the stuff of nightmares. And, as such, they are among the most gripping,
provocative and considered visual responses to have come out of the turmoil of this century,
whether applied to terrorism, war or more personal experience.

"These works allude to impulses," Slavick writes, "both violent and passionate, that permeate
our national policies and individual lives."

Slavick is one of four artists exhibiting in "Summer Solo Series," the first of a series of annual
exhibitions featuring artworks unrelated by theme at Fe gallery in Lawrenceville.

The show is a solid beginning, also displaying James Osher's conceptual photographs and fiber
art installations by Anna Divinsky and Alexandra Etschmaier.

Slavick's command of the brush, sensual surfaces and preternatural subject matter call to mind early religious paintings of
saints and their attributes. But they also have an abstract quality and are vaguely reminiscent of Ross Bleckner's AIDS-related
paintings shown in the 1988 Carnegie International. Their tormented inspiration aligns them with Goya's masterful drawing
"The Dream of Reason Produces Monsters" from his Los Caprichos series.

The paintings are exhibited within the heading "Pillow Talk" -- a title as indicting as it is ironic -- in combination with a
harrowing larger painting, "Heads Will Roll," an apocalyptic spin on a white-clothed table, its ground inflamed, its seven balled
napkins spewing red heat.

No more comforting is Etschmaier's eerie and evocative installation "gestures," tailor-made to
the low-ceilinged rough basement, a prime example of what is meant by site-specific installation
in its use of space and in the way it envelops the viewer. (One wonders what, if any, reference is
meant to a series of exhibitions by the same title at installation museum Mattress Factory.)

As though trapped in some totalitarian experiment, 10 truncated figures, isolated in the dark
room within spotlighted open cages made of strung sisal, develop or linger, their futures
uncertain. Encircling each is a bed of what looks like cast dried skin. Whether suggesting victims
of political oppression, alienation in contemporary society, or the "brave new world" of genetic
engineering, the piece is effective. And it's yet another example demonstrated in this space of
the admirable ability of graduates of Indiana University of Pennsylvania's sculpture program to
commandeer space and to make the most of minimal materials.

Divinsky's "boundaries" is as soaring as "gestures" is confined. Inside, ethereal columns of sun-colored, shibori-puckered-
and-dyed cloth stretch to the high ceiling, in contrast to dense felted wool "pods" that cluster on the floor and up the wall. She
likens the changing nature of the fiber as it ages and responds to such things as climate and gravity to the shifting human body,
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but the pieces also work as abstract expressions of emotions like release or restraint.

Outside, Divinsky's ebullient installation of eight panels, stretched like a billowing low roof across the rustic courtyard in back
has a ritualistic component as the cloths fade and sag in the sun and rain and catch the droppings of trees and birds.

James Osher's "Three Seconds with the Masters" is a conceptual work that pairs fine color photographs of portions of "Old
Master" paintings in carved, gilded frames, taken out-of-focus, to call attention to the way art is viewed. Osher was inspired by
research that found that visitors average three seconds in front of individual artworks exhibited in museums. He also observes
a gap between the care given by artists to such things as technique and composition versus the often arbitrary hang artwork is
given, at times alongside incompatible company.

As with much conceptual work, "Three Seconds" relies heavily upon accompanying text to convey its point, but it succeeds in
drawing conversation to an important concern. And, one might also bring other readings to the piece, interpreting it as perhaps
a comment on fleeting beauty, or on the relegation of the art photographed and more formal styles of presentation to the past.

"Solo" continues through Sept. 3 at 4102 Butler Street. Hours are noon to 4 p.m. Wednesday through Saturday. For
information, call 412-860-6028.

Yardstick exhibitions

Certain long-established, recurring exhibitions have significance beyond the moment as markers of the vigor and flavor of the
regional art scene. The Associated Artists of Pittsburgh Annual is one of these, as is the just closed Pittsburgh Center for the
Arts Biennial.

Another, the Artist of the Year, will open at the Center Sept. 16 during a 60th-anniversary bash featuring '60s style and
Martha and the Vandellas. Start digging out your peasant shirts and bell bottoms. (Tickets are $25, VIP $150, at
412-361-0873 or visit www.pittsburgharts.org.)
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